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1 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Okay.  By the authority vested

2 in me by the Illinois Commerce Commission, I now

3 call Docket No. 02-0402.  It is Nexus

4 Communications, Inc.  It is the application for a

5 certificate of local and interexchange authority to

6 operate as a reseller and facilities-based carrier

7 of telecommunications in the State of Illinois.

8 Will the parties identify themselves for

9 including address and telephone number for the

10 record, please.

11 MR. FENKER:   Yes.   Steven Fenker.  Last name

12 is F, as in Frank, e-n-k-e-r.  The vice president

13 of Nexus Communications, Inc.  My address is 7830

14 North Central Drive, Suite C, Lewis Center --

15 L-e-w-i-s Center, Ohio 43035.

16 MR. HANSEN:   Mark Hansen, telecommunications

17 division, Illinois Commerce Commission, 527 East

18 Capitol, Springfield, Illinois (217) 782-1358.

19 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Okay.  Mr. Fenker, would you

20 like to proceed, please?

21 MR. FENKER:   Yes, I'd like to make a motion to

22 be admitted pro hoc vice.
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1 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Any objection, Mr. Hansen?

2 MR. HANSEN:   No.

3 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Mr. Fenker, you are admitted in

4 the State of Ohio?

5 MR. FENKER:   That's correct, your Honor.

6 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Okay.  Does the State of Ohio

7 allow lawyers to practice on a pro hoc vice basis,

8 as far as you know.

9 MR. FENKER:   As far as I know, yes.

10 JUDGE SAINSOT:  Okay.  That being the case, your

11 motion is granted.

12 You can continue.

13 MR. FENKER:   Your Honor.  The Nexus

14 Communications is making an application for -- to

15 be a competitive local exchange carrier in the

16 State of Illinois to provide both local and

17 interexchange service.

18 I filed my application on May 29. 

19 Unfortunately, it was not filed with the

20 information that's required from the Illinois

21 Secretary of State.  And I would like to -- once I

22 do get the certificate of authority to operate in
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1 Illinois, I'd like to file that as an exhibit.

2 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Okay.  That is a certificate of

3 authority to transact business in Illinois?

4 MR. FENKER:   Correct.

5 JUDGE SAINSOT:   And you're moving to late-file

6 that?

7 MR. FENKER:   That's correct.

8 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Any objection, Mr. Hansen?

9 MR. HANSEN:   No.

10 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Okay.  Your motion is granted,

11 Mr. Fenker.  Please send it to my attention in

12 Chicago, and then I will file it and it -- when I

13 file it, it will go to the Springfield office.

14 MR. FENKER:   Okay.  Absolutely.

15 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Okay.

16 Mr. Fenker, do you have a witness?

17 MR. FENKER:   No, I do not.

18 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Okay.  Mr. Hansen, do you wish

19 to ask any questions?

20 MR. HANSEN:   Yes, I just have a couple

21 questions I'd like to cover.

22 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Well, here's the thing is that
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1 Mr. Fenker can't act as a witness and as an

2 attorney.

3 Mr. Fenker, is it possible for you to

4 get someone else to speak --

5 MR. FENKER:   Actually, your Honor, no, I'm the

6 only one here currently that would actually know

7 the information.

8 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Well, Mr. Hansen, how would you

9 like to proceed then?

10 MR. HANSEN:   Well, I guess I would -- just had

11 a couple questions I would like to ask Mr. Fenker.

12 I don't know.  Is it absolutely

13 necessary that he be -- I know he went through the

14 proceeding of sponsoring this as attorney.

15 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Hm-hmm.

16 MR. HANSEN:   A lot of times in these hearings,

17 you know, the witness just acts as -- you know,

18 carries on the application by himself.

19 Is it possible to do that?

20 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Right.  Right.  I think that's

21 fine, just as long as we're all clear that,

22 Mr. Fenker, you're acting as a witness and not as
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1 an attorney on behalf of the company.

2 MR. FENKER:   That's fine.

3 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Okay.  Mr. Fenker, could you

4 raise your right hand, please.

5 MR. FENKER:   Absolutely.

6                   (Witness sworn.)

7 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Okay.  You can proceed,

8 Mr. Hansen.

9              STEVEN FENKER,

10 called as a witness herein, having been first duly

11 sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

12              CROSS-EXAMINATION

13              BY

14              MR. HANSEN: 

15 Q. Mr. Fenker, I just have a couple questions.

16 The first one is with respect to your

17 application, your response to Question No. 22 --

18 and this is with respect to your procedures to

19 prevent slamming and cramming of customers.

20 A. Yes, I see that.

21 Q. I guess, do you use a third-party verifier

22 or do you use a letter of authority in terms of
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1 providing -- make any switches or adding any

2 services to your customers?

3 A. To answer your question, yes, we do.

4 We have sort of a unique program in

5 terms of our ability to sign up customers.  We

6 actually enter into an agreements with various

7 authorized agents located in the coverage area

8 where we'd like to do business, and the company

9 actually provides them with -- looks very similar

10 to a credit card terminal.

11 And when the customer going to the

12 retailer to establish service, the retailer prints

13 out a receipt, which is basically a letter of

14 agency, in which the customer signs the receipt to

15 actually activate the service.

16 In situations where we telemarket which

17 is, you know, not a very large chunk of our

18 marketing, but we do do it, we also employ

19 third-party verification companies to keep a record

20 of that specifically with switch-over customers.

21 Q. Okay.  So then if a customer wished to --

22 say one of the customers who purchases service from
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1 you through one of these terminals, if they wish to

2 add some feature, let's say, to their service,

3 they'd have to go back to the terminal to get a new

4 service; is that how that would work?

5 A. They could.  They could also have the

6 ability to basically send in a payment directly to

7 our location, our headquarters, and we could

8 perform it at that point.  That's usually how we do

9 transactions.

10 Sort of our marketing niche is setting

11 up the retail locations that are convenient to our

12 customers.

13 Q. So was the -- you know, what is the prepaid

14 product you typically offer?  Is it -- I mean, is

15 someone allowed some usage or monthly amount of

16 usage --

17 A. Yeah, we -- as I mention in the

18 application, we are only currently doing business

19 in the state of Ohio, and the program with

20 SBC/Ameritech here in Ohio is a flat-rate product.

21 We don't have any experience as of yet

22 doing a measured rate product.  And I haven't
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1 concluded my negotiations with negotiations with

2 Ameritech, so I'm not exactly certain as to what

3 the -- the way the method works in Illinois.

4 But, typically, our business model likes

5 to establish a flat-rate product with a flat-rate

6 price so that the customer knows in a predictable

7 fashion what their monthly bill's going to be.

8 Q. Okay.  Maybe -- your response to question

9 No. 27 --

10 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Is this on the application,

11 Mr. Hansen?

12 MR. HANSEN:   Yes.  Yes.  Excuse me.

13 JUDGE SAINSOT:   That's all right.

14 BY MR. HANSEN: 

15 Q. This is where you're describing -- I guess,

16 following up on this -- please describe the nature

17 of the service to be provided.

18 A. Hm-hmm.

19 Q. And then you intend to offer prepaid local

20 service through both resale and unbundled network

21 elements, UNE-P, and resold long distance.

22 In Ohio, are you currently offering
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1 services using UNE-P?

2 A. Yes, we are.

3 Q. Okay.  So you have experience with

4 provisioning service using UNEs then?

5 A. Yes, we do.

6 Q. Okay.  Going to -- this is on Appendix A --

7 A. Okay.

8 Q. -- Question No. 7, I believe, where it asks

9 how many people the company employs.

10 A. Hm-hmm.

11 Q. It says you have ten full-time employees.

12 What is the nature of work of those ten

13 employees?

14 A. We have a majority of them working as

15 customer service representatives, and we also

16 employ some people in terms of what we would call

17 sort of agent setup where they actually go out to

18 the agent location, train the agents.

19 In terms of how our program works,

20 hanging up any point-of-purchase materials, things

21 of that nature.

22 We also have employees that focus on
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1 bill reconciliation and billing, obviously, is a

2 very big part of the CLEC business; but the

3 majority of them work in the customer call center.

4 Q. Okay.

5 A. And that number does fluctuate.  So I --

6 Q. Yeah, I understand.  Just excuse me.  I've

7 misplaced -- here, I found it.

8 Okay.  And you intend to reselling long

9 distance services as well?

10 A. That's correct.

11 Q. And will those be prepaid services then as

12 well?

13 A. Well, yes, but not of the nature of

14 typically of prepaid long distance.

15 In essence, we have a program where the

16 customer can actually go in and pay a flat rate. 

17 For example, the program we have here in Ohio that

18 we're just coming out with is for a fixed amount of

19 money, the customer gets 150 minutes that they can

20 use directly from their phone, their home.  It's

21 kind of a unique product.  It's a little bit

22 different than what you might see in the
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1 marketplace where the customer actually has to have

2 a hard card with a pin number on it.

3 Ours is a little bit more easier to use

4 and provides the customers with a little bit choice

5 in terms of what they would like in terms of long

6 distance.

7 And we also offer the opportunity for

8 the customer to obtain more minutes if they require

9 to do so.

10 Q. Okay.  With respect -- and I just had a

11 couple questions on the nature of the corporation

12 and the financial statements that you submitted --

13 A. Hm-hmm.

14 Q. -- with the application.

15 With the application on the balance

16 sheet, it does show -- you know, there's some

17 amount of liabilities that are -- you know, the

18 corporation has encountered.

19 And my understanding in off-the-record

20 discussions with you is that most of the

21 liabilities -- principally loans to yourself and

22 other principals of the corporation?
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1 A. Yes.  That's correct.

2 I mean, I think one of the strengths of

3 the company is the fact that, you know, in the

4 current telecom environment, you know, we've got a

5 company here that has very little debt.  And we are

6 growing every month in terms of our gross revenues,

7 and so it's something we're fairly proud of.

8 Q. But then -- but you do have these

9 structured -- very low debt, but, actually, there

10 is a debt from what, a personal loan from

11 yourself --

12 A. Right.

13 Q. -- to the corporation?

14 A. Exactly.  I think what I meant to say was

15 in terms of debt to third parties.  I mean, we

16 don't have any -- we haven't borrowed money from

17 banks or things of that nature.

18 Typically, if you look at the resumes of

19 the principals, we've had successful companies in

20 the telecom sector that have operated with very

21 little debt.  And so we're much more profit

22 oriented and we like to run a much leaner operation
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1 than you'd see typically in a lot of the telecom

2 companies.

3 MR. HANSEN:   Okay.  And I just want to indicate

4 that Mr. Fenker has provided me some information

5 from his bank in terms of the amount of -- how

6 liquid the company is at this point which would

7 seem to indicate that the company has an amount of

8 current assets probably appropriate for the level

9 of business, I believe, they are talking about

10 doing in the state.

11 JUDGE SAINSOT:  Is this in addition to the

12 balance sheet that was attached to the --

13 MR. HANSEN:   Yes, this is some information I

14 requested from Mr. Fenker to clari- -- expand on

15 some of the information behind the financial

16 statements.

17 JUDGE SAINSOT:   And what is the nature of this

18 information that you requested from Mr. Fenker?

19 MR. HANSEN:   What it is is a statement from of

20 Mr. Fenker's bank with respect to the amount of

21 cash available to Nexus Communications.

22 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Oh, it's just a bank statement?
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1 MR. HANSEN:   Essentially, it's kind of a

2 little -- make a statement on the history of how

3 much cash they have had available to them.

4 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Do you feel uncomfortable,

5 Mr. Hansen, sharing the amount?

6 MR. HANSEN:   I can't quite hear you.

7 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Do you feel uncomfortable --

8 and, Mr. Fenker, maybe you want to participate in

9 this, too.

10 Do you feel uncomfortable stating the

11 amount or is it more -- is your analysis a little

12 more detailed than just an amount?

13 MR. FENKER:   I think, if I can answer that

14 question -- and I don't mean to speak for you,

15 Mr. Hansen.

16 I think your perception was you

17 mentioned when we had spoken that there's been a

18 couple companies that have sort of gone after I

19 would say a similar market segment that have not

20 fared very well.

21 And your concerns, obviously, are that,

22 you know, the company is liquid and the numbers
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1 look correct and the fact that the principals do

2 have experience in telecom.

3 And the information I've provided you

4 was, in essence, showing you, you know, that there

5 is a strong relationship with our current bank. 

6 And that, in addition, I think with our resumes to

7 show you what we've done in the past should

8 alleviate some of your concerns in those areas.

9 MR. HANSEN:   Yes.

10 Judge Sainsot, what -- what was the --

11 what originated this request I had to Mr. Fenker

12 was in looking at the financial statements which

13 are -- which were supplied along with the

14 application indicated the company had -- was in the

15 negative equity situation --

16 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Hm-hmm.  Okay.

17 MR. HANSEN:   -- balance sheet.

18 Now, part because of the way they've

19 chosen to structure the company in terms of

20 categorizing, you know, these loans from the

21 officers as liabilities rather than as paid-in

22 capital.
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1 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Okay.  Okay.  I see.

2 MR. HANSEN:   So I want to see if the company

3 had some liquid assets of, essentially, the amount

4 of the negative equity that the financial

5 statements demonstrated where Mr. Fenker just faxed

6 up to me sometime before the hearing, you know, a

7 statement from his bank, you know, saying that, you

8 know, they do have a considerable -- an amount of

9 cash at hand greater than the amount of the

10 negative equity.

11 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Okay.  And --

12 MR. HANSEN:   And I think that coupled with the

13 fact that it's essentially a loan to the

14 principals -- from the principals which, again, may

15 be better characterized as paid-in capital, has

16 taken care of my concerns on the financial issues.

17 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Okay.   And that's why you

18 asked the questions about the --

19 MR. HANSEN:   Right.

20 JUDGE SAINSOT:   -- liabilities.

21 Okay.  Now, not that there's anything

22 wrong with it, but I just wanted to make that
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1 connection.

2 Okay.  Do you have anything else,

3 Mr. Hansen?

4 MR. HANSEN:   No, I don't.

5 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Okay.  I just have a few

6 clarifying questions.

7              EXAMINATION

8              BY

9              JUDGE SAINSOT: 

10 Q. Mr. Fenker, you spoke of a receipt that the

11 customer gets when it -- from a vending machine of

12 sorts?

13 A. Okay.  Yeah.  Hm-hmm.

14 Q. Does the receipt break down the charges for

15 the customer?

16 A. Yes, it does.  There's really -- there's

17 two receipts, typically.

18 There's an activation receipt when the

19 customer's turning on service and, typically, that

20 occurs when there's no dial tone going into the

21 home.

22 And there's also the ability for the
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1 customer to go in and make a payment and that also

2 prints out a receipt with the breakdown of exactly

3 what they've paid and what it applies to.

4 Q. Okay.  Thank you.

5 And for the record, on Appendix A, you

6 put down that the -- that the company corporate

7 head quarters are in Ohio?

8 A. That's correct, your Honor.

9 Q. So any reference to Dallas, Texas is just

10 erroneous; is that correct?

11 A. Correct.  Correct.

12 Q. Okay.  Just want to make that clear.

13 And you realize -- and you're asking for

14 permission to keep your books and records in Ohio?

15 A. That's correct, your Honor.

16 Q. Okay.  And you realize by doing that,

17 that's a chance that you could -- the company could

18 end up paying to have staff come out and audit your

19 books in Ohio?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. Okay.  Okay.  I just have one question just

22 for clarification.
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1 You are applying for reseller local and

2 interexchange authority and facilities-based local

3 authority; is that correct?

4 A. That's correct, your Honor.

5 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Okay.  Thanks.

6 Does Staff have any recommendation at

7 this time?

8 MR. HANSEN:   I see no reason that applicant

9 shouldn't receive an application.

10 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Should receive; is that

11 correct?  You see no reason why they should receive

12 or shouldn't receive?

13 MR. HANSEN:   Oh, too many negatives in there.

14 It's my belief the applicant has

15 satisfied the requirements to receive a certificate

16 in the state.

17 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Thank you.

18 Okay.  That being the case, the record

19 will be marked heard and taken and have a good day.

20 MR. FENKER:   Thanks so much.

21 JUDGE SAINSOT:   Thank you.

22              HEARD AND TAKEN. . . .
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